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Large odd-even radius staggering in the very light platinum isotopes from laser spectroscopy
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Laser spectroscopy measurements have been carried out on very-neutron-deficient platinum isotopes with
the COMPLIS experimental setup. Using the 5d96s3D3→5d96p3P2 optical transition, hyperfine spectra of
182,181,180,179,178Pt and183Ptm were recorded for the first time. The variation of the mean square charge radius
between these nuclei, the magnetic moments of the odd isotopes, and the quadrupole moment of183Ptm were
thus measured. A large deformation change between183Ptg and 183Ptm, an odd-even staggering of the charge
radius, and a deformation drop fromA5179 are clearly observed. Comparisons are made with microscopic
theoretical predictions, in particular Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations using the Gogny force.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The very neutron-deficient platinum isotopes belong t
mass region rich in shape instabilities. Along an isoto
chain, the crossing of the neutron midshellN5104 is accom-
panied by a number of fluctuations in nuclear shape. Thi
especially the case in the very-neutron-deficient mercury
clei where a huge odd-even staggering of the nuclear ch
radius betweenN5106 andN5101 was observed from lase
spectroscopy@1,2#. This phenomenon has been interpreted
alternating oblate to prolate shape transitions between
even and the odd isotopes. Shape coexistence was firs
served in186Hg @3,4# and further evidence of this phenom
enon has been found in185Hg (N5105) where the ground
state is prolate and the isomeric state oblate, thus explai
the very large difference measured in the charge radius@5#.

*Permanent address: Centre de Spectrome´trie Nucléaire et de
Spectrome´trie de Masse, IN2P3-CNRS, Universite´ Paris-Sud,
F-91405 Orsay Cedex, France.

†Permanent address: Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear React
JINR, Dubna RU-141980, Moscow Region, Russia.
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This is in marked contrast to the behavior of the light pla
num isotopes extensively studied by nuclear spectroscop
particular, all the low-lying energy levels in183Pt, 181Pt, and
179Pt have been associated with a prolate shape@6–10# while
shape coexistence is suggested for the lighter e
172,174,176,178Pt isotopes@11–13#. However, laser spectros
copy studies previously performed on platinum isotop
from A5193 toA5183 @14–16#, have shown a similar de
formation of 186Pt and 185Ptm @16,17# and a large radius
change between186Pt and 185Ptg @15,17#, suggesting shape
coexistence in185Pt. In addition, several studies of shap
coexistence in the light platinum nuclei have shown the i
portant impact of the presence of intruder states on the
formation of the ground and excited states@18–20#. The soft-
ness of Pt nuclei has also been extensively discus
@15,16,21,22#. It is therefore of main interest to study th
behavior of the platinum far from stability by measuring~i!
the change in the mean square charge radius (d^r c

2&) in order
to determine the deformation parameter of these exotic
clei and~ii ! the magnetic momentm I in order to confirm the
neutron configuration of the odd isotopes. Moreover,
measurement of the quadrupole moment is crucial in orde
determine the sign of theb deformation for axially symmet-
ric nuclei.
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We present high-precision optical spectroscopy meas
ments on very-neutron-deficient platinum isotopes. We
corded for the first time the hyperfine structure~HFS! of
183m,182–178Pt. The HFSs of183Ptg and 185Ptg,m were also
more precisely measured. We thus extracted the isotope
isomeric shifts from which we determined thed^r c

2& along
this isotopic chain. In the odd isotopes we also extracted
magneticAi hyperfine constants from which them I values
were deduced. In183Ptm and 185Ptg, we measured the elec
trostatic Bi hyperfine constants to determine the spect
scopic quadrupole momentsQs . Since platinum is refrac-
tory, such measurements are impossible at a standard IS
based facility without a secondary beam obtained fr
radioactive mercury decay. We used the COMPLIS exp
mental setup@23# which is especially designed for the stud
of such descendant elements.

In Sec. II, we present the experimental conditions used
the study of the platinum nuclei and the results we obtai
for the very-neutron-deficient isotopes~from 185Pt to 178Pt).

Section III is dedicated to a discussion of the nuclear m
ments and the mean square charge radius change in the
isotopes only, since the heavier ones have already been
tensively discussed in Refs.@15# and @16#. Microscopic cal-
culations are used to try to interpret the large odd-even s
gering occurring betweenA5185 andA5178.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

The experiment was performed on line with the P
Booster ISOLDE mass separator at CERN. The experime
procedure is the same as the one described in Ref.@24#: the
mercury ions are slowed from 60 kV to 1 kV, deposited on
graphite substrate, and desorbed as atoms after accumu
as granddaughter isotopes. They are then ionized in t
atomic steps by a set of three pulsed tunable dye laser be
where the first laser excitation step at 306.5 nm (5d96s3D3
→5d96p3P2) is obtained from frequency doubling. The ion
are finally detected with time-of-flight mass identification u
ing a microchannel plate detector.185Ptg,m, 183Ptg,m, and
182Pt were obtained viab1/@electron capture~EC!# decay of
Hg. For the lighter isotopes, we are able to use thea decay
mode to perform our measurements. So far from stability,
ISOLDE production yield is too low to produce them
sufficient quantities via successiveb decays. For example
the yield drops to 38 atoms/s for178Hg compared to 4
3106 atoms/s for 182Hg. With the a branching ratio of
182Hg ~15.2%! we obtain 83106 178Pt nuclei froma decay
after 40 s collection. With theb1/EC branching ratios of
178Hg and 178Au ~30% and 60%, respectively!, only 75 178Pt
nuclei fromb1/EC decay would have been obtained duri
the same collection time, which is 100 000 times less th
from a decay. However, the desorption efficiency is sligh
lower since after ana decay, a nucleus of a mass 180 reco
isotropically at about 120 keV and can move out of the
sorption area. To compare the efficiency, we recorded
hyperfine spectrum of180Pt obtained from the two types o
radioactive disintegration, one by collecting180Hg and the
other by collecting184Hg. Counting the number of180Pt iso-
topes in resonance for each case, the ratio~number of de-
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tected ions!/~number of collected ions! was smaller by a fac-
tor of 5 for the a decay. Even though the efficiency
lowered witha decay, this constitutes a new application
our experimental technique that allows access to nuclei e
further from stability.

The HFS and isomeric shift of183Ptg,m obtained from the
306.5 nm resonant transition are shown as an example in
1. The two intense lines can be easily identified as those
the ground state since its spin is 1/2. With its 7/2 spin val
183Ptm distributes its intensity over some ten main line
Moreover, since the half-lives of the two states are very d
ferent @T1/2

m 543(5) s andT1/2
g 56.5(10) m], the ratio of

ground state to isomer nuclei varies from 2.5 to 7 depend
on the measurement delay times~57 s and 172 s, respec
tively!.

The magnetic moments of the odd isotopes are obtai
from Ai of the atomic ground state and the precisely kno
value ofm I of 195Pt @25,26#

m I~
xPt!50.214~2!Ai~

xPt!I ~xPt!,

the error being due to 1% hyperfine anomaly uncertain
Them I values are presented in Table I. The two values m
sured by Hilberathet al. @16# ~for 185Ptm and 183Ptg) are
consistent with our measurements.

For 183Ptm and 185Ptg the Bi factors of the3D3 atomic
ground state have been extracted from the hyperfine spe
Qs is related toBi via

Qs~
xPt!520.685Bi~

xPt!,

which is obtained from the calculated electric field gradie
as described in Ref.@16#. The Qs values have then to be
corrected for the Sternheimer shielding factorR5d . This fac-
tor, obtained for platinum from systematics on the 5d shell,

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental hyperfine spectrum for the 5d96s3D3

→5d96p3P2 transition of 183Ptg,m. The vertical scale is saturate
for the two strongest peaks~corresponding to the ground state! in
order to distinguish the weaker lines corresponding to the isom
state. The two theoretical spectra above the experimental one
been reconstituted from the extracted hyperfine constants and
isomeric shift for the~b! isomeric and~c! ground states. The lase
scan range is 24 GHz.
0-2
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LARGE ODD-EVEN RADIUS STAGGERING IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 054310
lowers the measuredQs by 9.1% @27#. The corrected and
measuredQs values are presented in Table I.

The experimental isotope shift~IS! values relative to194Pt

are given in Table II. The IS consists of a mass shiftdnMS
A,A8

and a field shiftdnFS
A,A8 @29#. For the heavy elements, th

mass shift contribution is small. For anns→np transition, it
has been estimated to be (1.360.9)DnNMS whereDnNMS is
the easily calculable normal mass shift@29#. The nuclear
parameterlA,A8 related to the change in the nuclear char

radius is extracted from the remainingdnFS
A,A8 using dnFS

A,A8

5F306l
A,A8, whereF306 is the electronic factor of the atomi

transition. Since no relativistic multiconfiguration Dira
Fock ~MCDF! calculations have been performed for th
wavelength, we derived this factor from a King plot made
the stable isotopes as described in Ref.@30#, using the calcu-
latedF266 value of the 266 nm transition@16# and the experi-
mental IS data of both transitions. This leads toF306
5218.5(10) GHz/fm2. It is thus possible to extrac
d^r c

2&194,A following the method described in Refs.@31,32#
and the mean square deformation parameter varia
d^b2&194,A can be deduced. All those values are given
Table II.

Plotted in Fig. 2 are the measuredd^r c
2& for the platinum

isotopes. The results obtained are in agreement with thos
Refs. @15,16# and the error bars have been considerably
duced especially for183Pt. One can make the following re

TABLE I. Nuclear moments of the odd Pt isotopes.

A Ip m I @mN# Qs@b# Qs,corr @b#

185g 9/21 20.723(11) 14.10~19! 13.73~17!

185m 1/22 10.503~5!

183g 1/22 10.502~5!

183m 7/22 10.782~14! 13.71~30! 13.37~27!

181 1/22 10.484~21!

179 1/22 10.431~32!
05431
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marks: ~i! there is a large difference in the radius of th
ground and isomeric states for both185Pt and183Pt, ~ii ! there
is a marked decrease of the radius and thus of the defor
tion at mass 178, and~iii ! there is quite a strong inverte
odd-even staggering~OES! below mass 188 in contrast wit
the small OES observed above.

FIG. 2. Mean square charge radius variation of the platin
isotopes~this work and Refs.@15,16#!. The number above each od
mass represents the spin of the state. The ground states of the n
have been linked to emphasize the odd-even staggering.
e
tion
TABLE II. Mean square charge radius variation in light platinum isotopes.194Pt is taken as the referenc
isotope ford^r c

2&. The B(E2) value of 194Pt @28# is used as a reference to extract the rms deforma
parameterŝb2&1/2.

A Ip dn194,A @GHz# d^r c
2&194,A @ fm2# d^b2&194,A ^b2&1/2

185g 9/21 1.582~35! 20.093(7) 0.0330~6! 0.231~3!

185m 1/22 3.611~7! 20.212(6) 0.0220~5! 0.207~3!

184 0 3.76~6! 20.221(7) 0.0259~6! 0.216~3!

183g 1/22 3.67~5! 20.216(8) 0.0308~7! 0.227~3!

183m 7/22 1.81~4! 20.106(8) 0.0403~7! 0.246~3!

182 0 4.75~8! 20.279(10) 0.0298~9! 0.225~4!

181 1/22 4.27~20! 20.251(15) 0.0367~13! 0.239~4!

180 0 6.13~5! 20.360(11) 0.0318~9! 0.229~4!

179 1/22 5.70~30! 20.335(21) 0.0384~18! 0.243~5!

178 0 8.99~20! 20.529(16) 0.0261~14! 0.216~5!
0-3
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III. DISCUSSION

A. Nuclear moments

To extract the intrinsic quadrupole momentQ0 of 185Ptg

and 183Ptm, we have assumed axial symmetry and a stro
coupling scheme using the expression

Q05Qs
corr~ I 11!~2I 13!

3K22I ~ I 11!
, ~1!

whereI is the nuclear spin andK the projection ofI on the
nuclear symmetry axis. Theb deformation parameter ca
thus be extracted using the expression

Q05
3

A5p
ZR0

2bS 11
2

7
A5

p
b D .

Table III represents the deformation parameter of the
nuclei extracted by the two methods: one usingd^r c

2& ob-
tained from the isotope shift and the other usingQs extracted
from the hyperfine structure if we suppose axial symme
The two values of the deformation for each nucleus are v
close which means that the axial symmetry assumed is
tified. The presence ofg asymmetry would involve aK mix-
ture in the wave function. Thus, Eq.~1! cannot be applied
and consequently theb value would be different from the
^b2&1/2 value extracted from the isotope shift. Therefore, it
clearly shown that these two nuclei are axially prola
shaped.

Moreover, the measuredQs of Table III partially answers
the question addressed in Ref.@16# as to whether or notg
asymmetry is present in the odd isotopes belowA5185. In-
deed, the total Routhian surface~TRS! calculations predicted
well the axiality of these two nuclei whereas the partic
triaxial rotor ~PTR! ones predictedg522° for 185Ptg andg
520° for 183Ptm.

TABLE III. b parameters extracted from the hyperfine struct
and from the isotope shift.

A Ip Qs,corr @b# Q0 @b# b ^b2&1/2

185g 9/21 13.73~17! 16.84~31! 10.229~10! 0.231~3!

183m 7/22 13.37~27! 17.22~58! 10.242~18! 0.246~3!
05431
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The values ofm I are presented and compared with the
retical predictions in Table IV. The magnetic moments ha
been calculated in the framework of the axial rot
1quasiparticle coupling model in which the quasipartic
wave functions are self-consistently obtained for a neighb
ing even core as described in Refs.@33,34#. In the present
work, the core has been constrained to take the^b2&1/2 de-
formation extracted from ourd^r c

2& measurements of the od
nuclei ~see Table II!. In Table IV, we have also included th
m I values calculated by Hilberathet al. @16#. The two types
of calculations are in good agreement and one observe
most no differences in the calculations of Ref.@16# whether
g is equal to zero or not~see columns 5 and 6!. This shows
that the magnetic moment is not very sensitive tog. Thus, a
prolate shape for all the states is not in contradiction with
axial symmetry found for185Ptg and 183Ptm from the Qs
values.

B. Mean square charge radius variation

Figure 3~a! presents the systematics of the low-lying e
ergy levels of the even-even isotopes. The state energie
the ground state band decrease down toA5186, are constan
until A5178, and increase at lowerA. In Fig. 3~b!, the
charge radius decreases regularly down toA5188 where it
becomes rather smooth and then sharply decreases bet
A5180 andA5178. The variation of the moment of inerti
of the ground state band~deduced from the energy levels!
and the mean square charge radius variation both indica
sharp deformation change between188Pt and 186Pt and
around178Pt. Moreover, the presence of a second 21 state at
low energy is a strong indication of triaxiality for all thes
even nuclei.

The issue is now to try to interpret the large odd-ev
staggering occurring below mass 186. This OES is found
be inverted which is not usually the case. Generally, the e
nuclei are found to be more deformed than their odd nei
bors and the odd-even staggering is called ‘‘normal.’’ T
normal OES is associated with pairing effects which incre
^r c

2& for the even-even nuclei@35#.
We have carried out Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov~HFB! cal-

culations using the Gogny force@36,37# to compare the pre-
dictions of the model with the experimentald^r c

2& values.
These calculations are parameter free. This means tha
adjustment can be made from one isotope to another to

e

TABLE IV. Experimental and theoretical magnetic moments of the odd Pt isotopes.

A State mexp@mN# mcal
a @mN# mcal

b @mN# mcal
c @mN#

185g 9/21@624# 20.723(11) 21.46(20.86) 20.90 20.93
185m 1/22@521# 10.503~5! 10.63~10.37! 10.47 10.46
183g 1/22@521# 10.502~5! 10.63~10.37! 10.47 10.45
183m 7/22@514# 10.782~14! 11.45~10.98! 10.91 10.86
181 1/22@521# 10.484~21! 10.63~10.38! 10.47 10.45
179 1/22@521# 10.431~32! 10.64~10.38!

aOur axial rotor and quasiparticle calculations forgs5gs free(0.6 gs free).
bThe particle triaxial rotor calculations from Ref.@16# for gs50.2 gs free andgÞ0°.
cThe particle triaxial rotor calculation from Ref.@16# for gs50.7 gs free andg50°.
0-4
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LARGE ODD-EVEN RADIUS STAGGERING IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 054310
prove the agreement between theory and experiment. All
multipole operator mean values (b2 , b4 , b6 , . . . ) areself-
consistently obtained by a minimization process.

In a first step, we have performed constrained HFB c
culations with respect to axial deformationb to deduce the
potential energy curves~PECs! V(b)5^FbuĤuFb&, where
Ĥ is the nuclear Hamiltonian anduFb& the quasiparticle~qp!
vacuum.

For the even nuclei these PECs clearly show a shape
sition from oblate shapes for the heavy isotopes to pro
shapes for the light ones. This feature indicates that the
axial degree of freedom plays an important role, especiall
the vicinity of the shape transition nearA5186 where the
oblate and prolate minima are almost degenerate as is sh
in Fig. 4. For the odd nuclei, we have extended the H
formalism using blocking techniques. In this context t
ground state wave functions for even-odd nuclei are
pressed as

uF̃&5hb
1uF&,

whereuF& is the HFB vacuum of the even-even core,h1 a
qp creation operator, andb is the label for the quantum num
bers of the blocked quasiparticles. Since axial symmetr
imposed,b5(V,p), whereV is the projection of the angu
lar momentum on thez axis andp the parity. Then by per-

FIG. 3. Evolution of the low-lying 01
1 , 21

1 , 02
1 , 41

1 , and 22
1

energies~a! and mean square charge radius variation~b! through the
rangeA5170–198 of the even isotopes.
05431
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forming self-consistent blocking HFB calculations with va
ous quasiparticle states, we obtain energy spectra.
ground state of an odd nucleus is determined by finding
blocked stateb which minimizes the total energy. Con
strained HFB calculations using this blocking procedu
have been performed for the odd Pt isotopes. As shown
Fig. 4, the curveV(b)5^F̃buĤuF̃b& shows larger oblate-
prolate energy differences for odd isotopes than for the e
ones, especially in the vicinity of the shape transitionA
.186). This indicates that for these odd nuclei, the unpai
particle favors axial symmetry, either oblate or prolate,
such a way that the triaxial degree of freedom would pla
minor role in the nuclear dynamics. Furthermore, two sets
PECs are shown for183Pt and185Pt: one for their respective
1/22 and 9/21 ground states~solid curves! and the other one
for their respective 7/22 and 1/22 isomeric states~dashed
curves!. They show that a larger deformation is predicted
the 7/22 and 9/21 states than for the two 1/22 states.

In the second step, we have performed full triaxial HF
calculations@38# for the even platinum (A5176–196) iso-
topes. Once the constrained HFB equations are solved
potential energy surface~PES! is defined as

V~q!5^FquĤuFq&, ~2!

where the notationq5(q20,q22) means that constraints ar
made on the quadrupole moment components. Sinceq20 and
q22 are directly related to the Bohr coordinatesb andg, the
potential energy surface~2! may also be expressed a

FIG. 4. Potential energy curves for181–186Pt obtained with axial
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations. To make the comparis
between predictions easier, the PECs values are presented re
to their respective absolute minima. These minima are shifted
15 MeV when moving from one isotope to the lowerA.
0-5
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F. LE BLANC et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 054310
V(b,g). Among these surfaces, those withA,188 are soft
with respect tog deformation. For188Pt, the absolute PES
minimum is triaxial.

Going a step beyond the mean field theory, we have p
formed configuration mixing calculations in the framewo
of the generator coordinate method~GCM! assuming the
Gaussian overlap approximation~GOA! @39#. This approach
takes into account the rotation-vibration coupling which
expected to be strong in soft nuclei. In this theory, the
namical states~i.e., the ground state and excited levels! are
sought as

uC&5E f ~q!uFq&dq,

where the superposition amplitudef (q) is solution of the
Griffin-Hill-Wheeler equation@40#. The GOA is obtained by
assuming that the overlap kernelI (q,q8)5^FquFq8& enter-
ing the Hill-Wheeler equation has a Gaussian shape. Un
this approximation, this equation can be transformed int
second-order differential equation and expressed in the la
ratory system

Ĥg~q!5Eg~q!,

where

Ĥ52
\2

2 (
i , j

]

]qi
„M 21~q!…i j

]

]qj
1V~q!

is the collective Hamiltonian,g(q) the Gauss transform o
f (q), and V(q) the potential energy surface corrected f
zero-point energyDV(q) @i.e., V(q)5V(q)2DV(q)#. This
correction termDV(q) and the collective massesBi j ( i , j
50,2) and moments of inertia andJi( i 51,3) which com-
pletely define the tensorMi j are calculated in the crankin
approximation@41#.

Solving Ĥ provides us the ground state collective wa
functions. With these wave functions, we calculate ro
mean square beta and gamma deformations (b rms andg rms,
respectively! and mean square charge radii

^r c
2& th5^C̃0u r̂ 2uC̃0&/^C̃0uC̃0&,

whereuC̃0& is the ground state collective wave function he
defined asuC̃0&5*g(q)uFq&dq.

Table V includesb rms andg rms values for the ground stat
of even-even isotopes together with the experimental
calculatedd^r c

2&194,A values. Figure 5 displays a compariso
between these experimental and calculated values. Rec
Esseret al. @42# extracted theg and b deformation param-
eters fromB(E2) measurements and from 21

1 and 22
1 ener-

gies, for the even isotopes180–198Pt. Even though the presen
rms g deformations are slightly lower and the rmsb defor-
mations a bit larger than the ones obtained by Esseret al.,
the general trend of thed^r c

2& measurement is reproduced,
particular the kink appearing at mass 188. However, the
ference between theory and experiment is larger for ligh
isotopes. This is partly due to the arbitrary choice of194Pt as
05431
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the reference nucleus. Moreover, it can be observed tha
this mass region,b deformations are overestimated as o
goes further from stability. This can be due to the parame
of the force which are fitted to the properties of only a fe
spherical nuclei of the nuclide chart. This overestimation
b can explain the discrepancy observed belowA5187 in the
d^r c

2& values. Nevertheless, one must stress that the devia
between measured and calculatedd^r c

2& values never ex-
ceeds 0.25 fm2, which is modest for microscopic calculation
free of adjustable parameters.

SinceV is no longer a good quantum number when ax
symmetry is broken, we cannot perform triaxial HFB a
GCM calculations for odd isotopes. From now on, we lim
our description of even-odd Pt isotopes by assuming a
symmetry in the calculations. In fact, this limitation is ge
erally not too drastic. Both experimental and theoretical
guments lead us to believe that this limitation is reasona
The experimental argument has been given in Sec. III A:
quadrupole moment values measured for185Ptg and 183Ptm

TABLE V. Calculatedb rms andg rms deformation parameters o
the even-even isotopes. Experimental and calculatedd^r c

2&194,A val-
ues are also shown.

A b rms g rms (deg) d^r c
2& th

194,A @ fm2# d^r c
2&expt

194,A @ fm2#

196 0.14 33 0.109 0.075~3!

194 0.15 31 0 0
192 0.17 31 20.098 20.075(2)
190 0.18 29 20.190 20.134(5)
188 0.20 25 20.228 20.199(3)
186 0.24 19 20.169 20.200(6)
184 0.27 15 20.119 20.221(7)
182 0.29 13 20.127 20.279(10)
180 0.31 12 20.161 20.360(11)
178 0.31 13 20.313 20.529(16)
176 0.30 13 20.518
174 0.25 16 20.924

FIG. 5. Measuredd^r c
2& in the even platinum isotopes as show

in Fig. 2 compared with the microscopic Hartree-Fock-Bogoliub
calculations in the configuration mixing approximation.
0-6
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have shown that these states correspond to an axially pr
shape. Some theoretical arguments have already been g
while discussing the oblate-prolate PEC differences for o
nuclei ~see Fig. 4!. In this context, using two different theo
retical methods to treat separately the even-even and
even-odd nuclei imposes the definition of two sets ofd^r c

2& th

values, namely, one for the even-even isotopes (d^r c
2& th

194,A)
and the other for the even-odd nuclei (d^r c

2& th
193,A). For con-

venience, the comparison shown in Fig. 6 for both even
odd nuclei is actually performed usingd^r c

2& th
193,A

1d^r c
2&expt

194,193for all the odd nuclei.
As can be seen, our calculations reproduce the main

tern of the measurements, especially the odd-even stag
ing, except forA.188 where the very small differences b
tween measurements and calculations are not signifi
considering the accuracy of our microscopic models. F
thermore, thed^r c

2& value predicted for the187Pt nucleus is
too large because ignoring the rotation-vibration coupling
this shape transition nucleus is probably too crude an
proximation. Also the staggering seems to disappear in
vicinity of A5180. This is related to thed^r c

2& calculations
for the even Pt isotopes which in this case are too large~see
Fig. 5!. Finally, the isomeric shifts measured and calcula
in 185Pt and 183Pt are in good agreement. This result c
easily be interpreted considering that the deformations of
7/22(183Ptm) and 9/21(185Pt) states are larger than that
1/22 ground or isomeric states~see Figs. 4 and 6!. Although

FIG. 6. d^r c
2& value measured in the platinum isotopes as sho

in Fig. 2, compared with our microscopic calculations for grou
states and isomers.
A
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b is overestimated in the calculations, the experimentald^b&
values (;0.02) are well reproduced in both nuclei (d^b& th
50.01).

IV. CONCLUSION

Hyperfine structure splittings and isotope shifts have b
measured for the very-neutron-deficient platinum isoto
from A5185 to A5178 by resonance ionization spectro
copy on a secondary atomic beam produced by laser des
tion. The mean square charge radius variation and nuc
moments were thus determined. The quadrupole mom
were extracted for183Ptm and 185Ptg from which we can
obtain theb deformation assuming axial symmetry. This p
rameter is in accordance witĥb2&1/2 extracted fromd^r c

2&
which means that these nuclei are axially prolate. For
other odd nuclei, the values of the experimental magn
moments are compatible with those calculated assum
axial symmetry. We have performed Hartree-Foc
Bogolyubov calculations to interpret the charge radius e
lution and especially the inverted odd-even staggering
tween A5186 andA5178. The PECs obtained assumin
axial symmetry show much smaller oblate-prolate ene
differences for the even-even Pt isotopes than for the o
even ones. This indicates again that the triaxial degree
freedom should play an important role for the even isoto
and a minor role for the odd ones. This justifies the comp
son of the experimentald^r c

2& results with axial calculations
for the odd isotopes and with triaxial calculations for t
even ones. The general trend of thed^r c

2& evolution along the
platinum isotope chain is reproduced, particularly the ki
appearing at mass 188 and the deformation drop for thA
<178 masses. Moreover, thed^r c

2& values measured be
tween the ground and isomeric states in both183Pt and185Pt
are well reproduced by the axial calculations. Therefore,
even isotopes appear to be triaxial~the predictedg value
varying from 33° for 196Pt to 12° for 180Pt) while the light
odd ones seem to be axially prolate. This switching fro
triaxial to axial shape is accompanied by an increase of thb
deformation parameter in the odd isotopes. Thus, the
verted odd-even staggering observed for the light Pt isoto
can result from alternating shape transitions and can be
sidered as the signature of a deformation change betwee
even-even and the odd-even isotopes.
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